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NYLT ABOUT OUR STAFF

Our Mascot
Our NYLT Mascot is a
porcupine who was seen once
and now is what brings our
spirits to the max.

Weather
Today’s weather is a high of 76
and a low of 58. Wind is 10
mph and humidity is 94%. Dew
Point is 59 degrees. Visibility is
7 miles. There's a high chance
of thunderstorms this
afternoon.

Bugs
It is pretty buggy here,
especially when it's hot. The
staﬀ has prepared for the
cooler weather that the bugs
don't like. Bug spray is used
most days but if the
temperature is hanging
around 60 degrees there
shouldn’t be too many bugs.
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John McCabe
John’s the Senior Patrol Leader for NYLT. He’s an
Eagle Scout from troop 165 and is 17 years old.
Some interesting information about him is that he
really likes to golf, the movie Saving Private Ryan,
and smoked BBQ.
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Nick Holmlund
He’s the Assistant Senior Patrol
Leader that's in charge of
Program Patrol. Nick’s a Life
Scout from troop 114 and is 16
years old. He loves water sports
and pizza. He is also a big fan of
Avengers 4.

Trivia
What 1974 song that starts with
the lyrics “Ooga Chaka” was
used in Gradians Of The Galaxy:
Volume 2?

Trivia
When was the first Rocket
launched into space by the
U.S.A.?

Jokes
How do organize a space party?

Answers
Tomorrow’s newsletter will tell
the answers to the trivia
questions. Joke answer:

This is Matt Leclair, He’s the Senior Guide
and one of the Assistant Senior Patrol Leaders.
He is also an Eagle Scout from troop 106, at
age 16. One of Matt’s favorite food is ribeye
steak 🥩 . He loves to run in his free time and
his favorite movie is Star Wars - The Empire
Strikes Back.

You Planet 🌎
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